
City of Cambridge snatch British Water Polo League Championship 3 title on the final weekend 

 

The 2012-13 British Water Polo League season has been an eventful one for the City of Cambridge 

Water Polo Club. After narrowly missing outright promotion at the end of the previous season, 

Cambridge believed they would spend another year in Division 4. However, due to dropouts in higher 

leagues they were unexpectedly promoted to Division 3 only weeks before the start of the season, 

leaving them little time to get fit for the challenge. 

This was particularly felt at the beginning of the season when Cambridge lost crucial points despite 

some excellent individual performances. Over the remaining weekends of the League’s first phase, a 

relentless and defiant Cambridge worked hard to raise their game. The traditionally strong defence 

organised by former GB player and goalkeeper Andy Knight was tightened to cope with the higher 

pace, while the attack led by pit forward and Captain Nick Ludford became more dynamic to break 

through well organised zone defences. Cambridge showed improving team performances and fought 

hard throughout their games, but a top three finish in the first phase and promotion to 

Championship 2 were slipping away.  Two fine wins against Manchester Hawks, sealed with three 

seconds left on the clock, and Team Northumbria, one of only two defeats Northumbria suffered in 

the whole season, were too little too late, and so Cambridge found themselves back in Championship 

3 for the second phase of the season. 

Far from being downcast, the team started to demonstrate how much the experience in a higher 

division had changed them.  In past years Cambridge had sometimes struggled to keep the 

momentum for an entire season. This time they started phase two with a tense game that stayed 

open until the last minute, defeating Bristol University by two goals, before losing by one goal to 

mighty Worthing which was to remain their only defeat in Championship 3.  Confidence grew as they 

picked themselves up and rebounded with wins over Bedford and Otter.  

At this stage of the competition the depth and cohesion of the team started to make the difference. 

Goals were scored by the entire squad, making it increasingly difficult for opponents to double mark 

a key attacker or play deep drops.  The City squad were boosted by a stronger integration of players 

from the Cambridge University team, a policy which has been actively promoted over the past years.  

Their strength enabled the team to grind down opponents over the whole length of the game. It is no 

coincidence that most matches remained tight until the closing minutes, but City kept composed and 

played down the clock to their advantage once in the lead.  Their winning streak was briefly 

interrupted by a draw against Bridgefield, but subsequent wins over Manchester and then Watford 

gained Cambridge the top spot in the table in their final game of a thrilling season.  

This is the first time Cambridge have won the Championship 3 trophy, which has been awarded since 

1974, or indeed any other national title.  They are thus catapulted back into Division 3 for next 

season where, with more time to prepare and building on a much improved team performance, 

Cambridge can be expected play with momentum and confidence on their side.  

City of Cambridge Water Polo Club has established itself as the strongest side in East Region. Beyond 

the engagement at national level, City competes in a number of local leagues throughout the year 

and always welcomes new players of any level from the region to strengthen a successful team. 
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